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+++ 24.8. in Dresden: Power Parade Block by We`ll Come United with further networks at
the Indivisible demonstration +++ 31.8. in Paderborn and Büren: big demonstration against
100 years of deportation prisons +++ 1.-9.9. in Unterlüß: Camp for Disarm Rheinmetall +++
Central Mediterranean: further ﬁght for every boat +++ 20.9. everywhere: Global Strike of
the Climate (Justice) Movement +++ New Alarm Phone Report on the Western Mediterraean
+++ Brochure on 10 Years Welcome to Europe +++ Review: Transborder Summer Camp near
Nantes/France; Mass Protest against Deportation in Leipzig; River Blockade from Seebrücke
in Frankfurt am Main +++ Outlook: October 18-20 in Berlin: Strategy Conference of the Bewegungsstiftung; November 1-3: Tribunal goes Chemnitz +++

DEAR FRIENDS!
Come all to Dresden AND to Paderborn/Büren! Two german wide largescale demonstrations of the anti-racist
movement in a row: next Saturday (24
August) for the We'll Come United Power
Parade Block in the Indivisible Demonstration, one week later (31 August) for
the central demon-stration against
deportation prisons. Two strong signals
in the summer of solidarity - together
against the racism of the street and against the racism of the institutions.
Making daily struggles visible, encouraging each other, never giving up: these were and
remain central motivations at We'll Come United. And at least two events and develop-ments of
the last weeks impressively demon-strate the continuity of the struggles: the Transborder Summer
Camp in France at the beginning of July and the return of the civilian rescue ﬂeet in the
central Medi-terranean at the beginning of August.
From the closing statement of the Summer Camp Orga crew of 16 July: "We are still speechless
and touched: with more than 500 activists from all over Europe and northern and western Africa
we shared amazing days of mutual empowerment and strategical exchange. Our concept, mainly
to approach networks of daily practice and to invite friends via friends, might have contributed to
an atmosphere, which was characterised by strong respect for each other and by incredible selforganisation. Despite and against the dominance of the right wing rollback and nationalist polarisation, the transborder summer camp created a space of hope, strength and solidarity - with
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a clear commitment to go on and extend the infrastructure for freedom of movement and
equal social rights to and in all our diﬀerent realities.“
From a speech of WatchTheMed Alarm
Phones during a demonstration of sea bridge
in Frankfurt on 10 August: "It is remarkable:
despite and against all the repressions of
the last two years, despite and against the
con-tinued criminalisation of sea rescue, ﬁve
ships of sea rescue organisations are again
in action today. Ocean Viking and Open Arms
have already been mentioned. In addition
there are Alan Kurdi, See Watch and the
Italian rescue ship Mare Jonio. Together with
the two small aircraft Moonbird and Colibri as well as with our Alarm Phone we try to form a ﬁrst
rescue chain in the Mediterranean Sea. The aim is to build corridors of solidarity that oppose
the murderous policy of exclusion by the EU and the nation states in a practical and concrete way. From the high seas to the cities, we want and must develop infrastructures that follow
the tenacity of migratory movements: for a Europe of welcome, for the right to come and stay.“
Last but not least, Fridays for Future and climate justice groups are mobilising for global
strike days on 20 September. The Seebrücke has already published a call for support. At the
Climate Camp in Pödelwitz near Leipzig at the beginning of August, anti-racism, ﬂight and migration were main themes of the conference. And in October, a strategy conference in Berlin will focus
on the cross-over between diﬀerent social movements. In more and more places and spaces discus-sions on comprehensive questions for a socio-ecological transformation are present in which the demands for freedom of movement and equal rights have meanwhile become a given
part.
In this spirit: for bridges instead of walls! Open the borders - especially in people's minds!
Solidary greetings from the compass crew
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DATES AND INFORMATION FOR THE END OF AUGUST + SEPTEMBER 2019
24.08.2019 DRESDEN: POWER PARADE BLOCK OF WE`LL COME UNITED WITH FURTHER
NETWORKS AT INDIVISIBLE DEMONSTRATION
From the press release: "Together we are the future - also in
Saxony!
Migrants, antifascists and sea rescuers found a joint initiative
Dresden/Berlin, 12.08.2019 - Migrant, anti-racist and antifascist organisations have joined forces to form a long-term
initiative under the motto "Defending Solidarity". Their cooperation pursues the goal of better networking projects in
Saxony and East Germany and providing germanwide support.
In addition, the voices of migrants and refugees are to be
strengthened. Numerous events, a donation campaign and a
three-day event with members of the NSU victims in Chemnitz
are planned. The loud start of the initiative will be a block of
eleven trucks with diﬀerent topics at the #Undivisible-Demo
on 24 August in Dresden.
Cooperation strengthens initiatives against racism
The alliance is not just a reaction to the shift to the right.
Migrant organizations and anti-fascist work should be better
connected. "We will show that we stick together. We don't have
to start from scratch: Many people face racism on a daily basis,
but they are criminalised, intimidated and attacked by politics.
Our initiative is opposed to this. The ﬁght against the new
fascism is fought in everyday life, in the villages and in the
districts. Together we are the future - also in Saxony", says
Vincent Bababoutilabo of the Tribunal 'Dissolve NSU Complex'.
AfD is the "tip of the iceberg“
The shift to the right is progressing and it is possible that the
AfD will not only become the strongest party after the state
elections on September 1 in Saxony, but also part of a future
state government. "It is time to act and prevent the right-wing
march through. We will not rely on parties and governments
that are part of the problem. After all, it was not the AfD that
always passed new asylum laws, covered up the NSU, criminalised sea rescue or had antifascists beaten up by the police,"
said Sophie Winter of the campaign "Nationalism is no alternative" (NIKA).
Criticism of the division of society
This is to be made visible at the demonstration on 24 August.
"Our message is clear: the division of society does not begin with the racism of the AfD. It begins
with racist laws and with the deprivation of rights of refugees and migrants. An indivisible society
exists only where all people have the same rights: On participation, on a life in dignity, on health,
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education and freedom of movement. No matter where they come from or what their passport is,"
says Newroz Duman of the "We'll Come United" network.
The initiative includes, among others, the Iuventa10 sea rescuers accused in Italy, the Tribunal
'Dissolve NSU Complex', the anti-fascist campaign 'Nationalism is no Alternative' (NIKA) and the
nationwide refugee network We'll Come United as well as numerous Saxon organisations and
institutions.
MORE ABOUT THE BLOC, THE UPRISING, THE MOBILIZATION: HTTPS://WWW.WELCOME-UNITED.ORG
HTTP://UNITED-SOLIDARITY.ORG

31.08.2019 PADERBORN AND BÜREN: BIG DEMONSTRATION AGAINST 100 YEARS
DEPORTATION PRISONS
100 years in deportation prison - No reason to celebrate...
but a reason for protest. Therefore: Big demonstration in
Paderborn and Büren – Germany's largest deportation
prison is located in Büren. In the context of the campaign
100 years deportation prisons are enough! The german wide
demo takes place there on Saturday 31.8. directly at the
prison and in the connection in Paderborn.
MORE INFO: HTTP://100-JAHRE-ABSCHIEBEHAFT.DE
HTTP://100-JAHRE-ABSCHIEBEHAFT.DE/DE/BUERENDEMO

Timetable: 11:00 a.m. - Rally deportation prison Büren,
Büren Stöckerbusch 1
14:00 - Warm vegan food, information stands and cultural
programme (near HBF)
15:00 - Start of the demonstration in Paderborn
ca. 17:30 o'clock - ﬁnal concert
HERE YOU WILL FIND INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMMON JOURNEY AND BUSES:
HTTP://100-JAHRE-ABSCHIEBEHAFT.DE/DE/BUERENDEMO/GEMEINSAME-ANREISE-UND-BUSSE
INFORMATION EVENTS GERMAN WIDE: HTTP://100-JAHRE-ABSCHIEBEHAFT.DE/DE/MY-CALENDAR

The demo starts with a rally in front of the UfA Büren, approx. 30 km from Paderborn away in the
woods. There are also shuttle buses from Paderborn HBF. If you want to use them, please register
via shuttle@100-jahre-abschiebehaft.de
After the rally we drive together to Paderborn at about 13 o'clock. to the starting point, near HBF.
There is warm vegan food, Drinks, information tables, cultural program with music and Theatre
contributions and speeches. The demo starts at 15 o'clock. At 17:30 o'clock the demo ends in direct
proximity to the HBF. The ﬁnal concert will take place at the venue and there will be the opportunity
get warm food and drinks.
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01.-09.09. 2019 UNTERLÜSS: DISARM CAMP FOR RHEINMETALL
Turkey is currently threatening to invade the
Kurdish Rojava again. The occupation of Afrin
2018 has shown where this leads: The rule of
Islamist gangs, the abolition of women's rights
and the expulsion of Kurdish people. What does
Rheinmetall have to do with the war in Kurdistan? We were in Unterlüß and collected some
information for you. Come to the Rheinmetall
Disarmament Action Camp from September 1-9
in Unterluess - we will discuss, demonstrate and block!
HTTPS://RHEINMETALLENTWAFFNEN.NOBLOGS.ORG

CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN: FURTHER FIGHT FOR EVERY BOAT
From the speech of WTM Alarm Phone
during the demonstration of Seebrücke
in Frankfurt at 10.08.2019: „The Alarm
Phone is a hotline for people in distress
at sea and yesterday morning we were
once again relieved about a small
success. We were able to contribute
to the rescue of 80 people on Ocean
Viking, the new rescue ship of SOS Mediterranee and Doctors Without Borders. Already one week
before 123 people were rescued in cooperation with the Spanish rescue ship Open Arms. The inﬂatable boats could be found after we had been able to determine and pass on the GPS position
via our emergency telephone. Our shift teams were busy all night to empower the people on sea,
to calm them down and to enable them to provide their localisation. And it was a bit of luck that
the so-called Libyan coast guard did not appear - as it happens almost daily at the moment - and
transports the people back to the torture camps in Libya.
Yesterday afternoon, after the gladness of the successful rescue on the Ocean Viking, we witnessed
when 90 people on a boat see appearing on the horizon the Libyan militias, equipped by the EU.
Again and again they had begged us on the phone to make sure that this did not happen. They said
that although the condition on the boat was critical, several pregnant women had to vomit a lot and
they had a seriously injured person on board, everything was bearable if they were only not brought
back to the torture camps in Libya at the end. After the last telephone call, the contact broke oﬀ. 90
people, including 15 children and 10 women, 5 of whom are pregnant, are now back in the camps of
the externalised torturers of the European Union.
The Mediterranean is and remains a highly contested area. With all violence - and this in the truest
sense of the word - the EU continues to rearm its border regime to keep refugees and migrants
away from its coasts. Since long they have transformed the central Mediterranean into a propper
death zone. The military and Frontex are using planes and drones to track down the small boats
from the air in order to report their locations to the Libyan militias ,who have been trained and
equipped beforehand. This practice of push backs is illegal, but boats should be intercepted at all
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costs and people are to be deterred. This is by no means just the policy of the far-right Italian
Minister of the Interior, Salvini. The collaboration with Libyan militias was initiated by his Social
Democratic predecessor Minniti, and this brutal and human rights violation is not least covered by
the german Interior Minister Seehofer. It is an axis of shame that is responsible for the ongoing
death at sea. But we promise, and that is why we are here today: we will not give up until these
illegal pushbacks and murders by drowning come to an end. We will continue to ﬁght alongside the
refugees and migrants until the barbaric border regime collapses and all people can exercise their
right to protection and freedom of movement…“
FURTHER INFORMATION: HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG

20.09.2019 EVERYWHERE: GLOBAL STRIKE OF THE CLIMATE (JUSTICE) MOVEMENT
FRIDAYS FOR FUTURE:
Our appeal is addressed to every generation - to colleagues, employees, parents and neighbours,
teachers, scientists, athletes, job seekers, creative people and trainees - everyone: The third global
climate strike will take place on 20 September - people from all over the world will take to the
streets and raise their voices for compliance with the Paris Agreement and against the ongoing
destruction of the climate. …
HTTPS://FRIDAYSFORFUTURE.DE/ALLEFUERSKLIMA/

ENDE GELÄNDE CALLS FOR GLOBAL CLIMATE STRIKE AND BLOCKADES ON 20.09. AND THE
DAYS THERE AFTER
#AllForClimate means #DisobedienceForAll!
September 20 could be the highlight of all
protests so far: Worldwide, people from all walks
of life will lay down their work, join the protests
of the pupil and interrupt the smooth running of
an everyday life that ﬁres the climate catastrophe
every day. No more business as usual!
HTTPS://WWW.ENDE-GELAENDE.ORG/DE/NEWS/ENDEGELAENDE-RUFT-AUF-ZUM-GLOBALEN-KLIMASTREIKUND-BLOCKADEN-AM-20-09-UND-DEN-TAGEN-DANACH/

CALL OF THE SEEBRÜCKE TO 20.9.19
"Rebel wherever you can rebel" - Global climate strike on 20.09.2019
The SEEBRÜCKE strikes for climate and social justice! Heat, droughts and ﬂoods are already
destroying the livelihood of people in the Global South and forcing them to ﬂee. Whether destroyed
livelihoods, poverty, exploitation or war - anyone seeking protection in Europe must ﬁnd it. The
SEEBRÜCKE is committed to safe epassages and safe harbours and stands in solidarity with all those
who ﬁght for climate justice. For the ﬁght for global climate justice can only be anti-racist and antifascist. …“
MORE HERE: HTTPS://SEEBRUECKE.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2019/08/SEEBRÜCKE_AUFRUF-GLOBALERKLIMASTREIK_20.09.19.PDF
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NEW ALARM PHONE REPORT ABOUT THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
“I thought the border was a line, but it was much more: it’s the bandits, cops, military, dogs, fences,
moto-maﬁa, guns. But it is also fear, the heart that speeds up, the body that trembles, the eyes that
close, the voice that breaks. In this moment, your body is at the mercy of everything, absolutely
everything.” [1]
These words of F.S., published recently in the
report “Life at the Necrofrontier” by the collective Caminando Fronteras, provide a profound
and graphic refutation of any talk of rational,
bureaucratic border management by the EU
and their counterparts. They make a mockery
of the political negotiations over border lines
and their protection.
In the Western Med, the local Alarm Phone teams are in direct contact with the eﬀects of the border
regime on those, like F.S., who are in direct confrontation with the EU’s ‘politics of migration’. We
see the daily struggles and violent realities of people in transit. It is not easy to remain calm whilst
following the abstract political discussions of border management; on how to ‘more eﬀectively contain irregular migration ﬂows’, whilst personally witnessing the true meaning of these bland phrases. We have friends and comrades in limbo who are reduced by this discourse to numbers and objects of negotiation. These ﬂows, in reality, are living people until they are murdered by the measures
used to contain them. Nor is it easy to follow the proposals for the reduction of sea rescue capacities[2] once you have been on the phone with people in distress at sea when there is ‘no rescue
asset in the vicinity’.
In the Western Med Regional Analysis, we attempt to document the situation of people on the move
through Morocco and to relate the everyday struggles to the larger political context and developments. We try to contribute to a greater awareness about the reality of externalising the EU border
through its collaboration with the Kingdom of Morocco and the crucial role of the Kingdom in the
attempt to shut the Western Mediterranean Migration route. …“
HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/2019/08/07/WM-REGIONAL-ANALYSIS/?POST_TYPE_RELEASE_TYPE=POST

BROCHÜRE ON 10 YEARS OF WELCOME TO EUROPE
„For us it was the most inspiring Noborder camp, which we ever
have organized. In Lesvos in late summer 2009 about 400
noborder activists from various countries met together with
hundreds of refugees and migrants, who just had arrived from
Turkey with small boats on the coasts of this Greek island. Some
weeks before already strong pro- tests started in the detention
prison “Pagani”, at the margin of the capital city of Mytilene.
Ongoing rebellions from inside and demonstrations and scandalization from outside ﬁnally led to the closure oﬀ this “hell of
Dantes Inferno”, an important success against the EU policy of
determent. During the noborder camp an info point was estab-
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lished at the port of Mytilene, which became a crucial and vivid meeting point for a week of common
ﬁghts for freedom of movement.
In the middle of these struggles the idea of Welcome to Europe (w2eu) was born: to build daily structures and to provide useful multilingual information to empower and to support refugees and migrants in transit for their right to move to their desired destination. We tried to build links to the
various countries of arrival and destination and within the years the network grew with every friend
who arrived somewhere.
In September 2019 it is 10 years ago and we look back to an impressive common history of coming
together and projects, of protest and of commemoration, and last not least of innumerable friendships, which spread with and through w2eu all over Europe.
In this brochure we want to highlight some milestones of our network during this decade. We assembled a mixture of chronology and documentation, of personal stories and reports, of quotations
and photos. We hope it will oﬀer an interesting and exciting review on the last years.
Against the background of the ongoing roll back of the deathly EU border regime this booklet is also
a promise for the future: we will tear down these borders and will go on with our struggle until freedom of movement and equal rights will be reality for everybody.
HTTP://INFOMOBILE.W2EU.NET/FILES/2019/07/W2EU-10YEARS-BOOKLET-EN-201906-SCREEN.PDF

REVIEW
TRANSBORDER SUMMER CAMP NEAR NANTES/FRANKREICH
FOR CORRIDORS OF SOLIDARITY AGAINST THE AXIS OF SHAME!
Successful exchange and empowering atmosphere at the Transborder Summer Camp in
France: More than 500 activists from across
Europe, North Africa and West Africa gathered
in July 2019 at the Transborder Summer Camp
near Nantes in France. The network Welcome to
Europe had initiated the ﬁve-day meeting and
invited all practical working groups and projects
along the diﬀerent routes of ﬂight and migration. The WTM Alarm Phone was alone involved
with delegates from over 20 cities.
The camp started with a "Noborder-Fair", where the diﬀerent groups and networks came into exchange on various information tables: Activists from the Balkan route met members of Afrique
Europe Interact, Top Manta friends from Barcelona shared their experiences with activists in Izmir
or Helsinki, "border crossers" from southern France exchanged experiences with We'll Come United.
Already on this ﬁrst day a great atmosphere of mutual empowerment developed, which shaped the
spirit in the following three days in the workshops, in the assemblies and last but not least with
music, theatre and dance in the evenings.
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The focus of many discussions was dedicated to practical experiences and questions concerning the
establishment and expansion of the infrastructure for freedom of movement and equal rights for all.
It was no coincidence that "Corridors of Solidarity" ranked high in the program. The well-attended
workshop on this topic was divided into three subgroups: one for the production of multilingual and
cross-border information material as well as printed guides and online guides in transit and destination countries; a second on shelters and support spaces such as rest houses, (occupied) social
centres or counseling cafes; a third on various hotline and alarm phone projects along the ﬂightand migration- routes. (…) In the middle of the ﬁnal plenary session in the big tent of the Transborder Summer Camp, a fearless mole threw up his hill right next to the presenter. Some of the
amused participants associated the animal with a possible surveillance of the meeting by secret
services. A nicer alternative was obvious after the many successful discussions of the previous days:
the mole as a symbol and request to continue working on the daily construction and extension of
the "Underground Rail Road „ for and with the ﬂight and migration movements. The transnational
meeting in Nantes was thrilling for so many participants because of the strong mutual inspiration
and empowerment mainly on a practical level. Thus it deﬁnitively will linger on as a highlight in the
history of more than 20 years of Noborder-Camps. (from a evaluation text about the transborder
summer camp)
CONTAKT: KMII-HANAU@ANTIRA.INFO

MASS PROTEST AGAINST DEPORTATION IN LEIPZIG
About 500 people demonstrated against the deportation of a man in Leipzig during the night to
Wednesday. According to police, the protest began on Tuesday evening in the district of Volkmarsdorf, where a group of about 30 people opposed the deportation and blocked the deployment. According to a police spokesman for the German Press Agency, more and more people came to a spontaneous demonstration against the deportation during the night. The man, for whom the people had
taken to the streets, had been taken away despite the blockade. According to police, the meeting
oﬃcially ended at 1:30 a.m. As a result, there were clashes between the deportation protesters and
the police. The oﬃcers used pepper spray. In the net there was criticism of the action of the police...
DETAILED PRESS REVIEW AT LABOURNET:
HTTP://WWW.LABOURNET.DE/INTERVENTIONEN/ASYL/ANTIRASSISTISCHE-INI/9-JULI-2019-IN-LEIPZIG-500DEMONSTRANTINNEN-GEGEN-ABSCHIEBUNG-POLIZEI-SETZT-SICH-MIT-PFEFFERSPRAY-DURCH/
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RIVER-BLOCAKDE FROM SEEBRÜCKE IN FRANKFURT AM MAIN
Aktivist*PRESS RELEASE
Action of the SEEBRÜCKE/Seabridge on 10.08.2019
Activists* of the SEEBRÜCKE and other initiatives are today blocking the traﬃc of goods
and passengers on the river Main. The situation on the Mediterranean is thus carried into
the heart of Europe. Dying on the Mediterraean sea has become part of everyday life. It
is becoming more and more usual that individual freedom of movement is restricted by EU
governments.
"Frankfurt is a cosmopolitan city, goods and
capital can move freely here," says Christin
Stühlen, Press Oﬃcer of SEEBRÜCKE Frankfurt. "We are now interrupting this ﬂow and protesting
against the daily restriction of the freedom of movement of people at the external borders of Europe.
The activists* of the SEEBRÜCKE call on Frankfurt to take decisive action for a humane asylum
policy. Frankfurt must declare itself a safe port city and act accordingly.
"With this action we are increasing the pressure on the city. The talks that we have held so far have
been run nowhere - which is why we are now sending out a clear signal," says Georg Bosak, press
spokesman for the SEEBRÜCKE Frankfurt. "While our action is running, the Open Arms and Ocean
Viking on the Mediterranean are blocked ships that have rescued people in distress at sea. Frankfurt
and the State of Hessen can now act and declare themselves ready to welcome these people."
The SEEBRÜCKE is a broad social movement that works with over 100 local groups germanwide for
safe passages and the municipal reception of people rescued from distress at sea. Since June 2018,
more than 60 cities and municipalities have declared themselves safe harbours. The municipal alliance "Cities of Safe Harbours" was founded at the SEEBRÜCKE Congress in mid-June. However, the
hard and fast reception of rescued people has so far only remained a silent lip service of the cities.
PICTURE AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON REQUEST AT SEEBRUECKE@FRANKFURT.ORG
FURTHER INFORMATION: HTTPS://SEEBRUECKE-FRANKFURT.DE

OUTLOOK
18.-20.10.2019 BERLIN: STRATEGY-CONFERENCE OF BEWEGUNGSSTIFTUNG
Fridays for Future, Expropriate Deutsche Wohnen & Co., Seebrücke and many more: Thanks to the
protests of social movements something is ﬁnally moving in the debate about climate protection,
social justice and an open Europe.
But the challenges are huge. Now is the time to join forces and learn from each other. We are
creating the space for this - with a strategy conference for social movements taking place in Berlin
in October. The motto: Eﬀective together!
ALL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONFERENCE CAN BE FOUND HERE: WWW.BEWEGUNGSKONFERENZ.DE
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01.-03.11.2019: TRIBUNAL GOES CHEMNITZ
Invitation to Chemnitz - Come all!
We will hold a 3rd tribunal in November 2019 in Chemnitz and Zwickau, after Cologne 2017 and
Mannheim 2018. At the tribunal in the Schauspiel in Cologne-Mülheim, the voices of the relatives of
murder victims and survivors of the NSU terror series were used to accuse those responsible for the
still unresolved NSU complex. In Mannheim, the history of migration in the FRG and the struggles of
those aﬀected by racism from a Baden-Württemberg focus were discussed further, told and made
visible.
From November 1 to 3, we will organize another tribunal in Chemnitz and Zwickau, the cities in
which the NSU terror group lived well networked during its series of murders, where in October 2018
right-wing hunts on migrant women* and several arson attacks on migrant restaurants were carried
out. We will indict those responsible for racist violence at the scene of the perpetrators and demand
justice together with those aﬀected. We will make the continuity of migration in Saxony visible,
together we will sue for the society of the many, raise our voices and assert. We are the future, also
in Saxony.
FURTHER INFORMATION WILL BE UPDATED HERE: HTTPS://WWW.NSU-TRIBUNAL.DE/TRIBUNAL/

